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THE 2020S ARE SET TO BE THE MOST
DISRUPTIVE DECADE IN HUMAN HISTORY
The 2020s are set to be the most disruptive decade in human
history, ushering in a period of economic transformation
unprecedented in speed, scale and scope.

01 // THE VIEW THROUGH AN
INDUSTRIAL LENS
Many of us view it through an industrial lens, whereby we
may recognise the many challenges we face today as a global
population, but nevertheless anticipate a continuation of our
way of life—one that is deeply intertwined with the industrial

economy. This system, after all, is the one we grew up with,
dating back to the 1870s.
The industrial economy, after all, is the system we grew
up with, dating back to the 1870s. Organised across a
centralised, vertically integrated value chain, it begins
with people designing products and services for maximum
profitability, who then source stores of natural resources
to produce standardised commodities using combustion
machinery. These commodities are then distributed through
hub-and-spoke networks in manned combustion vehicles,
in order to finally be bought and sold at physical retailers in
face-to-face exchanges.

INDUSTRIAL ECONOMY
Dominant economic system of the past 100-150-years
Different areas of the economy organised around centralised, vertically integrated value chains
DESIGN Products and services by teams of
people to max profitability
SOURCE Physical stocks of coal, oil,
freshwater and other natural resources
PRODUCE Standardised commodities with
the use of manned combustion machine
DISTRIBUTE Via centralised hub-and-spoke
networks with combustion vehicles
EXCHANGE Face-to-face exchange in
physical retailers
SOURCE: Balance Point Ventures

The industrial economy managed to propel human progress
well beyond the legacies of the hunter-gatherer and
agricultural economies before it. Over the course of just
100-150 years, equivalent to 0.001% of human existence, it
exponentially expanded real GDP by 50x and global population
by 8x, which increased GDP per capita by 11x and average
social development by 30x.1 It’s no wonder we remain keen
to sustain this system into the future, even in the face of

intensifying challenges. It’s no wonder we remain keen
to sustain this system into the future, even in the face of
intensifying challenges.
These challenges include disruptive changes in the social and
environmental conditions surrounding the economy and in
the informational and technological capabilities underpinning
it, both of which are dramatically different today than when
the industrial economy first began.

EXPONENTIAL PROGRESS (1870 - 2020)
Changes in conditions and capabilities are the drivers behind exponential human progress over our 100,000+ year history

SOURCE: Balance Point Ventures with data from Our World in Data and the Ian Morris Social
Development Index

02 // CHANGING CONDITIONS AND CAPABILITIES
Taking a closer look at conditions, in 1870, society consisted
of just over 1B people living with low levels of development
in rural settlements and urban towns alongside agricultural
animals. Today, however, we’re 8B people—tightly connected
digitally and densely populated physically—living with
relatively high, yet unequal levels of development. ²

In terms of the environment, then we were in the Holocene
Epoch, characterised by a stable, mild and moderate climate
and easy access to abundant stores of natural resources.
Now we’re in the Anthropocene, in which human activity
has become the driving force of nature, evident not only in
widespread resource degradation, but also in terms of severe
climate volatility. ³

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

CLIMATE DISRUPTION

Historical Index of Human Development (HDI)
Select Countries from 1870-2015

The increasing rate of annual carbon emissions (left) is driving
global average annual temperatures (right) towards the critical
+2°C tipping point associated with negative feedback loops

SOURCE: Balance Point Ventures with data from Prados de la Escosura, L., Long run perspective from
the Historical Index of Human Development, OurWorldinData.org

SOURCE: Balance Point Ventures with data from from Rohde, R. (2021), Global Temperature Report for
2020, Berkeley Earth and Ritchie, H. and Roser, M. (2020) CO2 Emissions, OurWorldinData.org

THEN: 1B PEOPLE + LOW DEVELOPMENT

NOW: 8B PEOPLE + MED/HIGH DEVELOPMENT

THEN: ABUNDANCE & CLIMATE STABILITY (+0°C)

NOW: DEGRADATION + CLIMATE VOLATILITY (+1.2°C)

SOURCE: (Social) Then – Children in the streets of New York; Library of Congress (1905), The Close of a Career in New York; Now – People in the streets of Hong Kong; The New York Times (2019); (Environment) NASA
Scientific Visualization Studio (2021), Temperature Difference 1884 - 2020, NASA/GISS

Changing conditions, however, are just one side of the
equation. On the other side are changing informational and
technological capabilities.
In 1870, combustion-engine machinery marked the forefront
of technological progress. The advent of these simple
mechanical systems unleashed the energy concentrated
in fossil fuels, freeing us of the limitations of labour
from muscle might and speeding up the transmission of
information, first by hundreds of horsepower and then to the
rate of telephone lines.

Today, however, advances in computing and electronics have
resulted in the formation of complex, adaptative systems
capable of autonomously harnessing precision streams
of resources, whether in the form of energy, materials or
information.
While these modern capabilities have been around for
decades, what is different today is just how competitive they
have become in terms of cost and performance.

THEN: SIMPLE MECHANICAL SYSTEMS RUN ON FOSSIL FUELS WITH HUMAN LABOUR

THEN: COMPLEX ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS RUN FROM PRECISION RESOURCE FLOWS WITH CLOUD SOFTWARE

SOURCE: (Then) left – industrial energy represented by Battersea Power Station in London, which provided coal power to the surrounding area from 1930 to 1983; middle – industrial materials represented by one of
the first four-wheel diesel power tractors made in 1930 by Canadian based Massey-Harris; right – industrial information represented by telephone operators at work in the Nambour Telephone Exchange in Australia
in 1966; (Now) left – modern energy represented by Tesla megapack battery storage plus wind, solar and an autonomous electric truck; middle - modern materials represented by CRISPR-Cas9 method for genome
editing; right – modern information represented by the Summit supercomputer developed by IBM for use at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, capable of 200 petaFLOPS, second in speed only to the Japanese Fugaku

This is due to the benefits of experience and scale,
captured in Wright’s Law, or the observation that for every
cumulative doubling of units produced, costs fall by a
constant percentage. At the same time, performance also
often exponentially rises. Wright’s Law can become selfperpetuating, as cheaper and better technologies allow for
a broader range of applications, increasing production and
improving cost and performance once again.⁴

This is precisely the pattern we’ve seen unfolding over the
past few decades, with modern technologies, such as the
core suite captured here—computing performance, data
storage, solar, batteries, LED lighting, genome sequencing
and editing—becoming 100x cheaper in the past 20 years
alone.⁵ And this graph is just a snapshot of a longer-term
trend, beginning well before the 2000s and continuing
through the 2020s.

EXPONENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS IN MODERN CAPABILITIES
Modern capabilities are now highly competitive following decades of cumulative,
exponential improvements in cost and performance (Wright’s Law)

SOURCE: Balance Point Ventures; ARK Invest

SOURCE: Balance Point Ventures with information from ARK Invest (left) and AI Impacts, Electronic
Engineering Journal, Amazon Web Services, Bloomberg New Energy Finance, Fraunhofer ISE,
International Energy Agency, Genome.gov and Stanford Medicine (right); See End Note (v) for full
source information

Performance has also improved exponentially during this
time, such that

In contrast, modern capabilities are enabling us to artificially
go beyond our natural limitations to autonomously carry out
activity at the precision level of electrons and photons, cells
and molecules, bytes, bits and qubits. Industrial performance
can’t compete with modern performance at this level,
particularly not when considering the decrease in cost we
just saw.

MODERN CAPABILITIES ARE NOW
ENABLING US TO BREAK FREE OF
THE BOUNDS OF HUMAN SENSES.
If we think about core industrial capabilities, humanoperated combustion machines enable us to carry out
activity at the level we can control with our senses: what we
can see, touch, hear, feel, smell and taste with our natural
senses. Digging for coal, corralling animals, writing letters.

Bringing conditions and capabilities back together, we see
how the industrial system is optimised for the past, not
present. As changes in both areas continue to accumulate,
they present ever greater headwinds to the industrial
economy, threatening its ability to sustain our way and
quality of life going forward.

PERFORMANCE OF MODERN CAPABILITIES

BEYOND HUMAN SENSES

Enabling us to go beyond our natural senses

ENERGY

Coal, oil & gas

Electrons & photons

MATERIALS

Domesticated plant
& animal materials

Cells & molecules

INFORMATION

Written & spoken word

Bytes, bits & qubits

03 // THE VIEW THROUGH A MODERN LENS
But remember, the industrial lens is just one lens. We also
have the option of viewing the decade ahead through a
modern lens;

with Cloud-computing software and then sourcing precision
flows of resources. These resources are then produced
into diverse outputs locally and on demand in modular,
autonomous facilities, for distribution via decentralised
networks serviced with autonomous, electric vehicles, 3D
printers and other connected devices. Finally, the resulting
products and services are bought and sold through A.I.enabled, interactive, personalised interfaces with full
transparency.

A LENS REVEALING THE RISE
OF A MODERN ECONOMY—A
SYSTEM OPTIMISING FOR MODERN
CONDITIONS THROUGH THE USE
OF MODERN CAPABILITIES.
While this system is still taking shape, certain features of
the decentralised, horizontally integrated value chain are
becoming clear. It begins by designing products and services

MODERN ECONOMY
Emerging economic system harnessing modern capabilities to optimise for modern conditions
Different areas of the economy organised around a decentralised, horizontally integrated value chain
DESIGN Cloud software optimising across
multiple metrics
SOURCE Harness precision resource
flows, e.g. electrons & photons, cells &
molecules, bytes, bits & qubits
PRODUCE Diverse outputs locally and ondemand in modular, autonomous facilities
DISTRIBUTE Via decentralised networks
with A-EVs, 3D printers and other devices
EXCHANGE A.I.-enabled interactive
interfaces with personalisation and full
transparency
SOURCE: Balance Point Ventures

Unlike the industrial system, the modern system is not
fighting against the disruptive changes we’ve seen. Instead,
it is aligned with them, turning these forces from headwinds
into tailwinds.

But we also have the opportunity to turn weaknesses into
strengths by giving rise to the modern economy over the
next decade, one that builds on the legacies of the past but
advances beyond them.

Returning to the path of progress: yes, we are in a precarious
position today. Anxiety is warranted. There is a real
possibility we will experience a collapse in our way of life.

It is the opportunity to once again exponentially propel
progress, but this time from the exponentially greater base of
the industrial economy.

EXPONENTIAL PROGRESS (2020+)
The rise of the modern economy has the potential to once again exponentially propel
progress, but this time from the exponentially greater base of the industrial economy

INDUSTRIAL LENS
Focused on sustaining the industrial economy of the past

MODERN LENS
Widens the aperture to reveal the rise of the modern economy and the responsibility we have to shape it in line with our values

SOURCE: Balance Point Ventures with data from Our World in Data and the Ian Morris Social Development Index

The rapid rise of the modern economy isn’t a future
possibility. It’s happening today at unprecedented speed,
scale and scope with no greater example than the response
to the global pandemic.
Before the 2020s, mothballing offices or celebrating
occasions virtually would have been unthinkable, but
distancing measures have driven social interactions onto
modern digital platforms.
Similarly, before the 2020s, the standard process for vaccine
development was trial-and-error using similar but less
virulent biological materials. Today, however, incentives
have favoured the use of Big Data software and genomics to

Returning to the modern lens, its power lies in enabling us
to zoom out on the present moment and recognise how
disruptive changes form part of greater pattern of activity.
It reveals to us the numerous ways in which changes in
conditions and capabilities are crossing key thresholds,
becoming ever greater headwinds to the industrial economy
and tailwinds to the modern economy. Once we see this
pattern--whether in relation to the pandemic, the climate
crisis or adoption of technologies--it becomes impossible to
unsee. It’s everywhere.

develop mRNA-based vaccines in record time at a fraction
of the cost. We’ve also mass deployed sensors, drones and
smart phone enabled tracking devices to monitor the spread.
This shocking experience has revealed what has been
building under the surface for decades. Or in the words of
economist Rudi Dornbusch,

THINGS TAKE LONGER TO HAPPEN
THAN YOU THINK THEY WILL, AND
THEN HAPPEN FASTER THAN YOU
THOUGHT THEY COULD.

THE QUESTION THEN BECOMES
NOT HOW CAN WE SUSTAIN THE
INDUSTRIAL BUT RATHER HOW
CAN WE SHAPE THE MODERN IN
LINE WITH OUR VALUES.
For example, are virtual social gatherings fulfilling? Are novel
vaccines key to optimal health outcomes? Does complete
surveillance make us feel more or less secure? The modern
economy is neither ‘good’ nor ‘bad’, but rather depends on the
values we choose to embed.

04 // IMPACTING THE OUTCOME
Just as the ‘Captains of Industry’ during the 1870-1900 Gilded
Age made the key design decisions determining our industrial
way of life, a small number of people during the disruption
decade will make the key design decisions determining our
modern way of life.⁷
And not just that, but also the quality of our lives and of all
lives going forward.

FROM MICRO

HOW DOES IT ALIGN WITH YOUR
VIEW AND THE ROLE YOU ASPIRE
TO PLAY?

From the micro to the macro to the mega level, we are
simultaneously resilient and fragile in our interdependency-a wonderous complexity we are only just starting to
appreciate. This view through the modern lens is one that
places the present moment in its greater context. It’s one
that recognises its transformational nature and one that
reveals opportunities to personally shape it with a sense of
responsibility and adventure.

FROM MICRO

FROM MICRO

These are questions I would love to continue to explore with
you in the presentations below exploring different areas
of the modern economy. You’re welcome to choose the
areas that interest you the most or skip ahead to the final
discussion on how to apply a modern lens as a source of
competitive advantage.
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